NOTICE OF CONTRACT EXTENSION

TO:
CAPITAL BUILDING SERVICES, INC.
6083 ARLINGTON BLVD.
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22044

DATE ISSUED:
November 25, 2013

CURRENT REFERENCE NO:
528-12LW

CONTRACT TITLE:
DES - CUSTODIAL SERVICES: SOUTH ARLINGTON

AMENDMENT NO:
6

THIS IS A NOTICE OF CONTRACT EXTENSION AND NOT AN ORDER. NO WORK IS AUTHORIZED UNTIL THE VENDOR RECEIVES A VALID COUNTY PURCHASE ORDER ENCUMBERING CONTRACT FUNDS.

This is your notice that the above-referenced contract is extended until DECEMBER 31, 2013 at the same price, terms and conditions.

The contract documents consist of the terms, conditions, and specifications of Invitation to Bid 160-10LW and the bid of the Contractor, incorporated herein by reference.

EMPLOYEES NOT TO BENEFIT:
NO COUNTY EMPLOYEE SHALL RECEIVE ANY SHARE OR BENEFIT OF THIS CONTRACT NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

VENDOR CONTACT: WILLIAM NGUYEN
VENDOR PAYMENT TERMS: NET 30 DAYS
EMAIL ADDRESS: WILLIAM CAPITAL@HOTMAIL.COM

VENDOR TEL. NO.: 703-241-8990
VENDOR FAX. NO.: 703-534-6216

COUNTY CONTACT: JAMES MENDITTO

COUNTY TEL. NO.: 703-228-4451

CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION

Delphine Lambert
Buyer

DISTRIBUTION

VENDOR: 1
BID FOLDER: 2